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ABSTRACT
Dynamic data race detection incurs heavy runtime overheads.
Recently, many sampling techniques have been proposed to detect
data races. However, some sampling techniques (e.g., Pacer) are
based on traditional happens-before relation and incur a large
basic overhead. Others utilize hardware to reduce their sampling
overhead (e.g., DataCollider) and they, however, detect a race
only when the race really occurs by delaying program executions.
In this paper, we study the limitations of existing techniques and
propose a new data race definition, named as Clock Races, for low
overhead sampling purpose. The innovation of clock races is that
the detection of them does not rely on concrete locks and also
avoids heavy basic overhead from tracking happens-before relation. We further propose CRSampler (Clock Race Sampler) to
detect clock races via hardware based sampling without directly
delaying program executions, to further reduce runtime overhead.
We evaluated CRSampler on Dacapo benchmarks. The results
show that CRSampler incurred less than 5% overhead on average
at 1% sampling rate. Whereas, Pacer and DataCollider incurred
larger than 25% and 96% overhead, respectively. Besides, at the
same sampling rate, CRSampler detected significantly more data
races than that by Pacer and DataCollider.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A data race (or race for short) occurs when two or more threads
access the same memory location at the same time and, at least
one of these accesses is a write [19][45]. Race occurrences may
lead to occurrences of other concurrency bugs [39] and may result
in real-world disasters [4][31][43].
On race detection, static techniques could scale up to a whole
program but may report many false positives [26][37][41][51].
Dynamic techniques report fewer false positives. They are mainly
based on either the lockset discipline [45] or the happens-before
relation [19][29]. The lockset discipline requires that all accesses
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to a shared memory location should be protected by a common set
of locks. However, even violating such a discipline, no data race
may occur [8][12][19]. The Happens-before relation [29] is usually implemented via vector clocks [19]. Each vector clock contains
n clock elements, where n is the number of threads. They are used
to track statuses of threads, locks, and memory locations. Race
detectors implementing vector clocks incur higher overhead than
the lockset based ones. FastTrack [19] further improves the overhead of the happens-before based race detectors to be the same
level as that of lockset based ones by avoiding most of O(n) operations on memory accesses. However, FastTrack still incurs from
400% to 800% overhead [12][19][54].
To reduce runtime overhead, sampling techniques [8][35][59]
were introduced to only monitor a small set of memory accesses.
They could be deployed at the program user sites if they incur an
enough low overhead (e.g., less than 5%) [8]. LiteRace [35] targets
to sample memory accesses from cold (i.e., not frequently called)
functions. However, it fully monitors synchronization operations,
even those in non-sampled functions, and maintains data structures for threads, locks, and memory locations (needed by happens-before based race detectors). As a result, the overhead of
LiteRace varies from several percentages to ~140% [35]. Besides,
LiteRace needs to log various events for offline race detection,
which may further prevent it from being deployed at user sites.
Pacer [8] introduces periodical sampling strategy. It only tracks
memory accesses and synchronization operations in full during its
sampling periods. In non-sampling periods, it only checks race
occurrences. However, Pacer is based on dynamic sampling (i.e.,
making sampling decision online) and has to maintain basic data
structures like LiteRace, incurring certain basic overhead. For
example, with 0% and 3% sampling rates, Pacer incurs 33% and
86% overhead, respectively [8]. Such overhead makes Pacer impractical to be deployed at user sites, as an acceptable overhead at
user sites is usually 5% [6][27][33][60].
The latest sampling strategy DataCollider [17] completely discards both the monitoring on synchronization operations and the
maintenance on data structures. It utilizes code and data breakpoints of hardware architectures to support its sampling for race
detection. (A code breakpoint is set to a program instruction and is
fired if the instruction is executed. A data breakpoint is set to a
memory address and is fired if a memory access to the address is
executed.) DataCollider firstly sets a code breakpoint on a random
instruction. If this code breakpoint fires, it further sets a data
breakpoint on the target address of this instruction and delays the
execution of the instruction until the data breakpoint fires or a
certain time limit is reached. If a data breakpoint fires, there must
exist another access to the same address. Then, a data race is reported if at least one of the two accesses is a write.
DataCollider could incur a low runtime overhead by only focusing
on memory accesses via hardware supports. However, by discard-

ing the data structures of memory locations, it can only detect data
races actually occurring in a run but may miss those races that do
not occur but could be detected by happens-before based detectors
like Pacer and LiteRace. Besides, with a slight increase in sampling rate, its overhead increases quickly as it directly delays program execution. This increase is significantly larger than the increase by Pacer. As a result, DataCollider also becomes ineffective, and could only work at user sites at an extremely low sampling rate, which further makes it ineffective.
In this paper, we firstly analyze the limitations of existing sampling approaches on race detection. We then propose a light but
novel definition of data races, called Clock Races, based on
thread-local clocks without the need of vector clocks and concrete
locks. Clock races are provable to be also happens-before races
(i.e., those detectable by happens-before based detectors, HB race
for short). The benefit of clock races is that the detection of them
does not require heavy tracking on concrete locks. This results in
O(1) rather than O(n) operations on synchronization events and
hence further avoids memory maintenance overhead on the involved locks. We then propose CRSampler, a novel sampling approach for detection of clock races based on hardware support.
Compared to Pacer, CRSampler does not rely on heavy tracking of
happens-before relation, avoiding basic tracking overhead. Compared to DataCollider, CRSampler does not directly delay program
execution to trap a second access, which not only reduces runtime
overhead but also achieves a bigger capability on race detection.
Following Pacer, we have implemented DataCollider and
CRSampler within Jikes RVM [3] and compared CRSampler with
both DataCollider and Pacer on six benchmarks from Dacapo [9],
including a large-scale eclipse. The experimental results show
that, at 1% sampling rate, CRSampler only incurred less than 5%
overhead on average; but Pacer incurred more than 25% overhead
on average and DataCollider incurred more than 96% overhead on
average. CRSampler also detected significantly more races (i.e.,
404 races in total) than that by Pacer and DataCollider (31 and 20
races, respectively). Besides, with the increase in sampling rate
from 0.1% to 1.0% (with step 0.1%), CRSampler not only incurred
the least overhead increase but also detected an obviously increasing number of races. However, with the same increase on sampling rate, both DataCollider and Pacer incurred a larger overhead
increase than that by CRSampler; they almost detected a constant
number of races on most of the benchmarks.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:
 It presents a novel definition of data races, named as clock
races. Clock races are proved to be also happens-before races. Detection of clock races only requires O(1) operations in
time on synchronization events, without the need of concrete
synchronization objects.
 It presents CRSampler framework to sample clock races
based on hardware supports. Unlike existing techniques,
CRSampler does not directly delay program execution and
hence incurs much lower overhead than existing ones.
 We have implemented CRSampler as a prototype tool (see
http://lcs.ios.ac.cn/~yancai/cr/cr.html). The experiments confirm that, compared to state-of-the-art happens-before based
Pacer and the hardware based DataCollider, CRSampler is
significantly much more effective and efficient.
In the rest of this paper, Section 2 gives the background, followed
by motivations in Section 3. Section 4 presents our clock races
definition and CRSampler. The evaluation is in Section 5. Section
6 discusses related works and Section 7 concludes this paper.

2. BACKGROUND
A multithreaded program p consists of a set of threads 𝑡 T, a
set of locks (or lock/synchronization objects) 𝑙  L, and a set of
memory locations 𝑚  M. Each thread 𝑡  T has a unique thread
identifier 𝑡𝑖𝑑, denoted as 𝑡. 𝑡𝑖𝑑.
During an execution of a multithreaded program p, each thread 𝑡
performs a sequence of events, including:
(1) Memory access events: read or write to a memory location
𝑚, and
(2) Synchronization events: acquire or release a lock 𝑙. (Other
synchronization events can be similarly defined [19].)
We define a Non-Sync Block (NSB for short), during an execution, as a sequence of consecutive memory accesses between two
synchronization events such that no other synchronization event
exists between the two synchronization events.
The Happens-before relation (denoted as ↣, HBR for short) is
defined by the following three rules [29]:
(1) If two events  and  are performed by the same thread,
and  appears before , then  ↣ .
(2) If  is a lock release event and  is a lock acquire event on
the same lock, and  appears before , then  ↣ .
(3) If  ↣  and  ↣ , then  ↣ .
HBR is typically represented by vector clocks [19]. A vector
clock 𝐶 is an array of thread-local clocks. A clock is an integer,
one for each thread 𝑡 (denoted as 𝑡. 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘). During program execution, one vector clock is allocated for each thread 𝑡, for each
lock 𝑙, and for each memory location 𝑚, denoted as 𝐶𝑡 , 𝐶𝑙 , and
𝐶𝑚 , respectively. The i-th element in any vector clock 𝐶 (i.e.,
𝐶[𝑖]) represents the last known clock of the thread 𝑡 with 𝑡. 𝑡𝑖𝑑 =
𝑖. Specially, for a thread 𝑡, 𝐶𝑡 [𝑡. 𝑡𝑖𝑑] is equal to 𝑡. 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘. For a
thread 𝑡, 𝑡. 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 is only incremented right after its value is distributed to others (e.g., locks) on synchronization events [19].
Therefore, during an execution, we always have [19] :
 𝑡. 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 = 𝐶𝑡 [𝑡. 𝑡𝑖𝑑], for any thread.
 𝐶𝑡 [𝑡. 𝑡𝑖𝑑] > 𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑦 [𝑡. 𝑡𝑖𝑑], where 𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑦 is a vector clock of any
thread (but not thread 𝑡) or any lock, and
 𝐶𝑡 [𝑡. 𝑡𝑖𝑑] ≥ 𝐶𝑚 [𝑡. 𝑡𝑖𝑑], where 𝐶𝑚 is a vector clock of any
memory location 𝑚.

3. MOTIVATIONS
3.1 How to define and detect data races?
A data race occurrence involves two accesses from different
threads including at least one write access [19]. However, there is
no "gold standard" to define data races [17]. Existing techniques
usually rely on either the locking discipline [45] or the happensbefore relation [29]. The locking discipline defines a data race on
a memory location, if all accesses to the memory location is not
protected by a common set of locks. Approaches based on locking
discipline may report false positives as discussed in Section 1.

3.1.1 Happens-before based approaches
The happens-before relation (HBR) defines [19] a race on two
memory accesses 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 , with a write on the same memory
location, if neither 𝑒1 ↣ 𝑒2 nor 𝑒2 ↣ 𝑒1 . Such kind of races is
known as HB Races [48].
HBR requires full tracking of synchronizations from all threads.
Algorithm 1 shows a simplified basic HB race detector. The functions onAcquire() and onRelease() (lines 1–11) track synchronization events acquire() and release(), respectively, to maintain vec-

Algorithm 1: Simplified Basic HB Race Detector
1. onAcquire(Lock l  L) {
2.
Let 𝑡 be the current thread;
3.
Fetch vector clocks of 𝑙 and 𝑡 as 𝐶𝑙 and 𝐶𝑡 , respectively.
4.
𝐶𝑡 ≔ 𝐶𝑙 ⊔ 𝐶𝑡 ; //i.e., for each i, 𝐶𝑡 [𝑖] ≔ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝐶𝑙 [𝑖], 𝐶𝑡 [𝑖]}
//O(n)
5. }
6.
7. onRelease (Lock l  L) {
8.
Let 𝑡 be the current thread;
9.
Fetch vector clocks of 𝑙 and 𝑡 as 𝐶𝑙 and 𝐶𝑡 , respectively.
10. 𝐶𝑙 ≔ 𝐶𝑙 ⊔ 𝐶𝑡 ; 𝐶𝑡 [𝑡. 𝑡𝑖𝑑] ∶= 𝐶𝑡 [𝑡. 𝑡𝑖𝑑] + 1;
//O(n)
11. }
12.
13. //simplified, do not distinguish read or write clock of m.
14. onRead/onWrite(Memory location m  M) {
15. Let 𝑡 be the current thread;
16. Fetch vector clock of 𝑡 and 𝑚 as 𝐶𝑡 and 𝐶𝑚 , respectively.
17. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑇ℎ𝑑 ≔ m.lastAccessedThread();
18. if( not 𝐶𝑚 [𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑇ℎ𝑑. 𝑡𝑖𝑑] ↣ 𝐶𝑡 [𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑇ℎ𝑑. 𝑡𝑖𝑑])
//O(n)
19.
//Note that some O(n) operations could be eliminated [19]
20.
Report a race on m.
21. }

Algorithm 2: DataCollider

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Input: r – a static sampling rate.
Input: p – a multithreaded program.
Input: timeLimit – the max time on a data breakpoint.
Let Σ be a set of sampled instructions in p w.r.t r.
Let ℳ be an empty set.
for each ins  Σ
insertCall (sample(ins)) ;
sample (ins)
{
addr, size, isWrite ∶= PARSE (ins) ;
if ( isWrite)
else

//static sampling
//event e1

setDataBreakpointRW (addr, size) ;
setDataBreakpointW (addr, size) ;

delay (timeLimit); //wait for an event e2
clearDataBreakpoint (addr) ;

}

if (𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟 ∈ ℳ) reportDataRace (ins) ;
ℳ ≔ ℳ\{addr};

onDataBreakpointFired (addr)
{ ℳ ≔ ℳ ∪{addr}; }

thread 𝑡1
acquire(l)
x=…
…
release(l)
thread 𝑡1
acquire(l)
delay();
x=…
…
release(l)

thread 𝑡2
acquire(k)
…
release(k)
x += …
(a)
thread 𝑡2
acquire(k)
…
release(k)
x += …

thread 𝑡1
acquire(l)
onAcquire(l);
x=…
onWrite(x);
…
onRelease(l);
release(l)

(c)

thread 𝑡2

acquire(k)
onAcquire(k);
…
onRelease(k);
release(k)
tmp = x …
onRead(x);
x = tmp;
onWrite(x);
(b)

Figure 1. (a): A program p with a race on x; (b): an instrumentation on p (in bold) by HB race detectors (e.g., Pacer); (c): a
delay inserted by DataCollider.
The program p contains a data race on x: accesses to x from two
threads 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 (i.e., "x =…" and "x +=…") could occur concurrently. Figure 1(b) shows how each synchronization is instrumented to track HBR in Algorithm 1: for each synchronization, a
call onAcquire(…) or onRelease(…) is inserted and the lock object
(i.e., lock l or lock k) is taken as an argument. And on each read or
write, an onRead() or an onWrite() is also invoked.
As a result, the tracking of HBR itself (i.e., without race detection) incurs high overhead. For example, Pacer reports 15% overhead [8], which already includes various optimizations. In our
practice, we also experienced about 15% overhead on tracking
HBR. According to our experience, there are two factors contributing to the overhead: (1) the fetching of vector clocks of locks
and threads (lines 3 and 9 in Algorithm 1), accounting for more
than 5% overhead on average, and (2) operations on vector clocks
of locks and threads (lines 4 and 10 in Algorithm 1), contributing
more than 8% overhead on average.
Therefore, HBR via vector clocks is unlikely suitable for data race
sampling as its tracking overhead (without race detection) is already larger than 5%, even with various optimizations [8]. Although other existing works target to track a subset of HBR [6][27]
to reduce the tracking overhead to be low enough (i.e., less than
5%), their tracking is only designed to check two known memory
accesses in a production run [6].

3.1.2 Hardware based approaches
//event e2

tor clocks for threads and locks. During tracking, the vector clocks
of the involved threads and locks are firstly fetched (i.e., 𝐶𝑡 and 𝐶𝑙
lines 3 and 9, respectively). Then an O(n) operation (as noted) is
performed to update the vector clock of the thread (i.e., 𝐶𝑡 ≔ 𝐶𝑙 ⊔
𝐶𝑡 at line 4) or the vector clock of the lock (i.e., 𝐶𝑡 ≔ 𝐶𝑙 ⊔ 𝐶𝑡 at
line 10). After that, the updated vector clock holds the latest
thread-local clocks from the two vector clocks. The functions
onRead() and onWrite() check whether a data race occurs when a
read or a write occurs. Still, the vector clocks of the thread and the
memory location are firstly fetched (line 16). Then, the algorithm
checks whether the last access to m (by thread lastThd) happensbefore the current access (line 18). If no happens-before relation
exists from the last access to the current one, a data race is reported (if one of two accesses is a write, omitted in Algorithm 1). The
check is also O(n) as noted.
In Figure 1, we also show an example to illustrate the heavy tracking of HB based approaches. Figure 1(a) shows a Java program p.

Recently, DataCollider defines a race on two accesses (with a
write on the same memory location), if they are executed at the
same physical time. In this paper, we call such races Collision
Races, which are also HB races [17].
Algorithm 2 shows the DataCollider algorithm. Given a sampling
rate r (and a time limit timeLimit discussed in Section 4.2),
DataCollider randomly chooses a set of instructions to sample
(lines 5–9). For each sampled instruction ins, it delays the execution of ins and, at the same time, waits for a second access (line
18). The trapping of a second access is done by setting up a hardware data breakpoint on the target address of ins (line 15–16). If
the data breakpoint fires (lines 25–26), a data race occurs (lines
21–22). The map ℳ at line 6 is used to check whether any data
breakpoint fires on the address from the instruction of the delayed
thread (lines 22 and 26).
For example, Figure 1(c) shows how DataCollider detects the race
on x. Suppose that the write to x by thread 𝑡1 is sampled, then
DataCollider sets a data breakpoint on the address of x and then
delays the write to x for a certain time. During the delayed period,
if thread 𝑡2 reads or writes to x, the data breakpoint fires. Then the

As the hardware breakpoint mechanism (supported as debug utilizations on modern CPUs [17]) incurs almost no overhead,
DataCollider is able to limit almost all its overhead to be that
caused by its delay. As the delay of DataCollider directly contributes to its overhead, the overhead of DataCollider could also be
large. And with increasing sampling rate, its overhead increases
quickly (see our experiments in Section 5.3). Of course, DataCollider could be configured to incur much lower overhead (e.g., 5%)
by limiting its sampling rate to be much lower; but this also
results in an extremely lower race detection rate and makes
DataCollider much more ineffective.
Besides, the detection of collision races suffers the following limitations. First, if a collision race is detected, the race has actually
occurred. Therefore, once deployed at user sites, the occurrences
of harmful collision races may cause unexpected results to users.
Second, not all races could be easily detected in such a way
[6][12], especially on large-scale programs (e.g., the eclipse program in our experiment). As a result, DataCollider loses certain
race detection ability compared to HBR based race detectors.
Therefore, our first two insights are, for a lightweight sampling
technique:
(1) It should not define a race according to the full HBR involving vector clock operations;
(2) It should not directly delay executing an instruction.
In Section 4, we present our definition of data races with respect
to the above two requirements.

3.2 Dynamic Sampling vs. Static Sampling
Dynamic sampling (as well as dynamic full race detection [19])
requires fully instrumenting program instructions, even many
instructions may not be sampled during executions. For example,
in Figure 1(b), every access to x incurs onRead(x) or onWrite(x)
calls (of course, these calls could be inlined); but the sampling
decision is made within these two functions. In other words, for
dynamic sampling, to sample or not to sample an instruction is
unknown until the instruction is about to be executed. And at that
time, the instrumented function calls have been executed. As a
result, additional overhead is incurred due to these per-instruction
instrumentations prior to the sampling decision making. That is
part of reasons contributing to large overhead of Pacer (i.e., 33%
[8]) at 0% sampling rate.
However, static sampling only requires to instrument exact instructions that are to be sampled, as adopted by DataCollider. That
is, the sampling decision could be made offline or during program
loading time; and no additional overhead is introduced on those
instructions not to be sampled.
Dynamic sampling incurs some basic overhead for all instructions
(related to memory accesses as well as potential HBR maintenance) while static sampling only incurs overhead for those to-besampled instructions. From this point, static sampling is more
suitable for lightweight sampling techniques. Therefore, our third
insight is that:
(3) A lightweight sampling technique should adopt static
sampling strategy to reduce its overhead per execution.

time1

Thread 𝑡1 Thread 𝑡2
𝑒1

Time elapse

race on x is detected and DataCollider resumes the execution of
thread 𝑡1 .

time2
𝑒2
𝑡1 . 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 is not changed between time1 and time2.

Figure 2. Illustration of clock races.

4. CRSAMPLER
4.1 Clock Races
As discussed in Section 3, the detection of HB races requires instrumentation on synchronization operations. Such operations
involve fetching vector clocks of locks and threads as well as O(n)
operations on them. The resultant overhead is already more than
5% in previous experiment [8]. However, the definition of HB
races is able to predict races that did not really occur in the monitored executions but may occur in other executions, which is more
powerful than DataCollider that detects a race only when it really
occurs.
Therefore, we only consider a subset of HBR to define data races.
Our definition of data races only relies on thread-local clocks.
Formally, we define our Clock Races as follows:
Definition 1. Two memory accesses 𝑒1 by thread 𝑡1 and 𝑒2 by
thread 𝑡2 form a Clock Race if:
1) The two accesses 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 operate on the same memory location and at least one of them is a write access, and
2) At time that 𝑒2 occurs, 𝑡1 . 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 remains the same as that
when 𝑡1 performs 𝑒1 .
The first condition is the basic requirement of a race definition.
The second one is depicted in Figure 2. It requires that, between
the occurrences of two accesses 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 in physical time (i.e.,
the period from time1 to time2 in Figure 2), the thread-local clock
of 𝑡1 remains unchanged. That is, during the period, thread 𝑡1
either (Case 1) does not execute any event (including
sleep()/wait() events that involve two increments on a thread's
local clock, resulting three non-sync blocks [19]) or (Case 2) only
executes memory accesses in the same non-sync block. Therefore,
DataCollider only defines a subset of our clock races corresponding to Case 1 where a thread 𝑡1 does not execute any event due to
delaying by DataCollider (see Theorem 2 below).
We present two theorems to show that (1) clock races are also HB
races as the second condition is a subset of HBR (i.e., the correctness of clock races), and (2) all races detected by DataCollider are
also clock races (corresponding to the above Case 1).
Theorem 1. If two events 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 form a clock race, they also
form an HB race.
Proof Sketch. (1) Firstly, it is impossible that 𝑒2 ↣ 𝑒1 as 𝑒2 appears after 𝑒1 occurs, which is implied by the second point of
Definition 1.
𝑒
(2) Suppose that 𝑒1 ↣ 𝑒2 is true. Let 𝐶𝑚1 be the vector clock of
m when 𝑒1 occurs. When 𝑒2 occurs, from 𝑒1 ↣ 𝑒2 , we have:
𝑒
EQ1
𝐶𝑡 [𝑡1 . 𝑡𝑖𝑑] > 𝐶𝑚1 [𝑡1 . 𝑡𝑖𝑑]
2

(Otherwise, an HB race already occurs [8][19] and hence 𝑒1 ↣
𝑒2 does not hold). However, as 𝑡1 . 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 is not changed since
𝑒1 occurs, by definition of clock races (in Section 2), we then
have:
𝑒

𝐶𝑚1 [𝑡1 . 𝑡𝑖𝑑] = 𝐶𝑡1 [𝑡1 . 𝑡𝑖𝑑] = 𝑡1 . 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘

EQ2

From EQ1 and EQ2, we know that thread 𝑡1 does not own a
largest clock of itself as 𝐶𝑡2 [𝑡1 . 𝑡𝑖𝑑] > 𝑡1 . 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘, which contradicts the fact that a thread always has the largest clock of itself than any other thread. Therefore, the assumption 𝑒1 ↣ 𝑒2
is not true.
From (1) and (2), neither 𝑒1 ↣ 𝑒2 nor 𝑒2 ↣ 𝑒1 holds. As 𝑒1
and 𝑒2 operate on the same memory location and one of them
is a write, by definition of the HB race, 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 form an HB
race. Hence, a clock race is also an HB race. 
Theorem 2. If two events 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 are detected by DataCollider
as a collision race, they also form a clock race.
Proof Sketch. Firstly, by definition of collision race, both events
𝑒1 and 𝑒2 operate on the same memory location and one of
them is a write access. Secondly, suppose that the event 𝑒1 is
the event delayed by DataCollider (the other case can be
proved similarly). When the event 𝑒2 occurs, the thread (say
𝑡1 ) performing 𝑒1 does not execute any other event as it is delayed; therefore, the thread-local clock of thread 𝑡1 is not
changed. According to the definition of clock race, the two
events 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 also form a clock race. 

Thread 𝑡1
acquire(l)
x=…
…
release(l)

𝑡1 . 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑡2 . 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘
8
10
onSync( ); 11
9
sample(x); 11
9
10
11
onSync( ); 11
10
12

Thread 𝑡2
acquire(k) onSync( );
…
onSync( );
release(k)
x += …

Figure 3. Instrumentation of CRSampler (highlighted) and
detection of a clock race on x with thread-local clocks.
Discussion on Definition of Clock Races. In Definition 1, a clock
race requires no change on 𝑡1 . 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘. Symmetrically, we could
also define a clock race by extending Definition 1 (i.e., the second
bullet): if at time when 𝑒2 occurs, 𝑡2 . 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 is not changed since
the event 𝑒1 occurs. This extension could increase the detection
rate of clock races. However, it requires tracking of all clocks of
any other threads by thread 𝑡1 when 𝑒1 occurs. This tracking is
O(n) in time and increases sampling overhead. In our preliminary
experiment, this extension slightly increased race detection rates;
however, it doubled sampling overhead, making detection of
clock races inefficient. Therefore, we only follow Definition 1 to
detect races by sampling, avoiding incurring any O(n) operations.

Detection of clock races requires only thread-local clocks to identify NSB (non-sync blocks). Therefore, it is enough to perform a
light instrumentation. Figure 3 shows how the example program is
instrumented (i.e., "onSync()"). Compared to instrumentation for
HB races as shown in Figure 1(b), on synchronization event, (1)
no concrete lock is required (i.e., "onSync()" but not "onAcquire(l)" or "onRelease(l)"), and (2) hence no vector clock of
locks or threads is operated, avoiding O(n) operations. Therefore,
a call "onSync()" is enough for each synchronization event, which
only increments thread-local clocks of the involved threads (see
lines 41–45 in Algorithm 3 for details).

4.2 Static and Hardware Based Sampling

Figure 3 also shows how a clock race on x is detected. Let the
initial clocks of two threads 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 be 10 and 8 (or any two
other integers), respectively. For both threads, on their acquisitions of lock l and lock k, their clocks are incremented by 1 via
calls onSync(). Then, their clocks become 11 and 9, respectively.
Suppose that the write to x by thread 𝑡1 is sampled (i.e., "sample(x)"). Next, suppose that before thread 𝑡1 releases lock l, thread
𝑡2 releases lock k, followed by its read and write to x. At this time,
the clock of thread 𝑡1 is still 11 which is the same as that when its
write to x is sampled. Therefore, a clock race on x is detected.

However, CRSampler has to consider how much time is allowed
to trap an event 𝑒2 . This is similar to DataCollider that has to determine how long it should delay the execution of a thread. It is
because, a short time may not be enough for a race to occur. But a
long time may make the usage of the data breakpoints ineffective,
as the number of data breakpoints is limited. For example, popular
X86 CPU supports only four data breakpoints and others may
only support one [28].

Note that, if thread 𝑡1 first releases lock l before thread 𝑡2 reads
from and writes to x, no clock race is then detected. It is because
the clock of thread 𝑡1 is changed to 12 which is different from that
when the write to x by thread 𝑡1 is sampled. Although in both
cases, full HBR based race detectors (e.g., FastTrack) are able to
detect the race on x, HBR based sampling detectors also suffer
from the similar limitations. For example, Pacer is able to detect
the race on x only if (1) the two accesses by two threads occur in
the same sampling period or (2) one occurs in a sampling period
and the second occurs in the right followed non-sampling period.
For other cases, Pacer is unable to detect this race (e.g., both accesses occur in a non-sampling period or one access occurs in a
non-sampling period and the second one occurs in a sampling
period). For DataCollider, it is able to detect the race by delaying
the write to x by thread 𝑡1 until thread 𝑡2 reads from and writes to
x (as shown in Figure 1(c)). However, as discussed in Section 3,
such delays directly increase its overhead. With increasing number of delays, its overhead increases significantly fast (see Section
5.3.1).

CRSampler adopts static sampling strategy to sample each static
instruction based on our third insight discussed in Section 3.2.
When a sampled instruction is being executed, the access to the
memory location (i.e., address) in this instruction is taken as a first
event 𝑒1 . CRSampler further sets a data breakpoint on this
memory location to trap an event 𝑒2 . If such an event 𝑒2 occurs
and the clock of the thread performing 𝑒1 remains unchanged, a
clock race is detected. Note that, unlike DataCollider, during the
trap of an event 𝑒2 , no thread is delayed.

One strategy is, like DataCollider, to set a constant time limit.
Once such a time limit is reached, event 𝑒1 is discarded. This
strategy is simple and does not incur additional overhead. The
second one is to monitor the clock changes of all threads, once the
thread performing 𝑒1 increments its clock, event 𝑒1 is then discarded and the taken data breakpoint is cleared. The second strategy seems more effective than the first one. However, it requires
additional overhead on synchronization events (e.g., a check on
whether an event 𝑒1 is sampled from the execution of the current
thread). Therefore, CRSampler adopts the first strategy and sets a
time limit (which is the same as that by DataCollider).

4.3 CRSampler Algorithm
Algorithm 3 shows the CRSampler algorithm. Given a sampling
rate r and a program p, CRSampler first selects a set of instructions Σ randomly according to the given sampling rate r, and instruments these instructions (lines 8 and 9) to sample memory
accesses at runtime. The input timeLimit is the max time for a data
breakpoint to be valid for a given address. CRSampler maintains a
thread-local clock for each thread 𝑡 as 𝑡. 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 and a data structure
ℳ. (Note that, to simplify our presentation, we use the notation

Algorithm 3: CRSampler
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

Input: r – a static sampling rate.
Input: p – a multithreaded program.
Input: timeLimit – the max time on a data breakpoint.
Let Σ be a set of sampled instructions in p w.r.t r.
Let ℳ be a map from an address to a pair 𝑡, 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘.
for each ins  Σ
insertCall (sample(ins)) ;

//static sampling

sample (ins)
//event e1
{
addr, size, isWrite ∶= PARSE (ins) ;
if ( isWrite) setDataBreakpointRW (addr, size) ;
else
setDataBreakpointW (addr, size) ;

}

Let 𝑡 be the current thread;
ℳ ≔ ℳ ∪ {𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟, 𝑡, 𝑡. 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘};
setTimer (addr, timeLimit); //unlike DataCollider, no delay

onDataBreakpointFired (addr)
//event e2
{
Let 𝑡 be the current thread;
 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑇ℎ𝑑, 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘  ∶= ℳ𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟 ;
//check clock races
if (𝑡 ≠ 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑇ℎ𝑑 ⋀ 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 = 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑇ℎ𝑑. 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 )
{
reportDataRace (ins) ;
clearDataBreakpoint (addr) ;
ℳ𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟 ∶= ∅;
}
}
onTimer(addr)
{
clearDataBreakpoint (addr) ;
ℳ𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟 ∶= ∅;
}
onSync ()
//synchronization events
{
Let 𝑡 be the current thread;
𝑡. 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 ∶= 𝑡. 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 + 1; //unlike HBR, no O(n) operations
}

ℳ𝑥 to denote the mapping from 𝑥 to ℳ(𝑥).) The structure ℳ
maps from one address to a pair of a thread and a clock, corresponding to the thread 𝑡 performing event 𝑒1 in definition of clock
race and the clock of 𝑡 at that time. Note that, (1) the map ℳ of
Algorithm 3 is different from that in Algorithm 2; (2) as the
number of data breakpoints is limited, operations over ℳ are
actually O(1) operations in time (implemented via a global unique
index for each data breakpoint).
At runtime, once an instrumented instruction ins is being executed, the instrumented call sample(ins) fires. CRSampler then sets a
data breakpoint (lines 11–20) to the memory address (i.e., addr)
that the instruction ins is about to access. (We use a function
PARSE() to denote the extraction of the address addr and the size
size in byte associated with the instruction ins, as well as isWrite
indicating whether this instruction is a write one.) There are two
types of data breakpoints: read-write data breakpoint and write
data breakpoint. The former fires if either a read or a write to the
target address occurs; the latter fires only if a write to the target
address occurs. CRSampler chooses either type of breakpoint according to whether the sampled access is a write or a read (lines
13–15). That is, a read access only forms a data race with a write

access while a write access forms a data race with either a read or
a write access. After setting the breakpoint, the thread id and the
clock of the current thread is mapped in ℳ from the address addr
(lines 17 and 18); and a time limit for this addr is set (line 19).
Once a data breakpoint on an address addr fires (corresponding to
event 𝑒2 of the clock race definition), a clock race on addr occurs
if the current thread 𝑡 is different from the last thread lastThd and
the current clock of thread lastThd remains the same as that
mapped in ℳ (lines 27–29). A data breakpoint is cleared if either
a second event 𝑒2 occurs (as stated in the last paragraph) (lines
30–31) or a time limit is reached (lines 35–39, i.e., the function
onTimer(addr)).
The function onSync () is called whenever a synchronization event
occurs to increment the thread-local clock of the corresponding
thread (lines 41–45).
Algorithm comparison. Compared to Pacer that is based on HBR,
CRSampler does not maintain full HBR tracking but only a threadlocal clock on synchronization events (i.e., 𝑡. 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 ∶= 𝑡. 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 +
1 instead of 𝐶𝑡 ∶= 𝐶𝑙 ⊔ 𝐶𝑡 in Algorithm 1). Therefore, CRSampler
invokes onSync() instrumentation call but not onAcquire(l) or
onRelease(l). Thus, CRSampler is able to avoid heavy tracking
incurred by fetching lock objects and their vector clocks as well as
the corresponding O(n) operations.
Compared to DataCollider, CRSampler does not rely on direct
delays to actually trigger race occurrences. Instead, it checks races
according to thread-local clocks if any data breakpoint fires. Such
race detection avoids direct delay-caused overhead. Besides, with
a longer time limit, CRSampler does not incur a larger overhead;
however, for DataCollider, its overhead is increased by the same
fold of the increase in its time limit. This is also verified by our
experiments (see Section 5.3.1). Of course, given the same scheduling and the same set of sampled memory accesses, CRSampler
guarantees to detect all races detected by DataCollider, as each
collision race is a clock race (see Theorem 2). In practice,
CRSampler is able to detect more races as it does not delay any
execution, resulting in more memory accesses sampled (see our
experiment in Section 5).

4.4 Limitations
Like existing sampling based techniques, CRSampler also misses
data races as expected. CRSampler utilizes thread-local clocks to
detect HB races. It then suffers limitations suffered by HB race
detectors. One of such limitations is the report of false positives:
two accessed are reported as an HB race but they cannot occur at
the same time. And data dependency is one factor. That is, two
accesses form an HB race; but the second access may depend on
the value of the memory location of the first access. However,
DataCollider does not suffer from such a limitation as it only detects those data races occurring at the same time.

5. EXPERIMENTS
This section presents the evaluation on CRSampler (CR for short).
We compared it with Pacer and DataCollider (DC for short), and
indirectly compared it with LiteRace [35] via Pacer [8].

5.1 Implementation and Benchmarks
Implementation. We have implemented DC and CR in Jikes
RVM [3][5], a widely used research JVM [8][12]. Pacer has also
been implemented in Jikes RVM and is available online [2], we
used its downloaded implementation. The static sampling of DC
and CR is performed at Java class loading time.
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Figure 4. Architecture of CRSampler and DataCollider.
For DC and CR, the use of data breakpoints is only allowed at
Linux kernel. We implemented them for Java programs as depicted in Figure 4: for each sampled access, the target address of the
access is extracted within Jikes RVM (i.e., Core of DC/CR). It is
passed to a User-site Agent (implemented in the interface extension of the Jikes RVM) and is then sent to Linux kernel-site via
Netlink communication ("Netlink Com.") [1]. At Linux kernelsite, a data breakpoint is set on the given address. Once a data
breakpoint fires, a message is sent from the kernel-site to the usersite agent, and is then sent to DC/CR. Both DC and CR set at
most four breakpoints at a time as our experiment environment
supports four data breakpoints.
Another challenge is that, unlike C/C++, Java offers reference
types (and primitive types) with automatic garbage collection but
not direct pointer types. Therefore, an address is not only accessed
by application threads (i.e., those created by Java applications),
but also accessed by Java VM threads (e.g., on objects moving
and garbage collection). The latter kind of accesses does not incur
data races with accesses from application threads. However, it is
impossible to identify and skip such accesses from VM threads at
hardware level. Therefore, once a data breakpoint fires, DC/CR
extracts the native thread id (i.e., Pthread on Linux) and checks
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Table 1. The statistics of each benchmark and the number of
total races detected by each technique.
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*for Pacer with 100% sampling rate, it was reported to have detected more
races [8][18]. For example, on eclipse06, Pacer detected 39 races (out
of 51 known races) [18] and 77 races [8]; and on xalan06, Pacer detected
36 races (out of 41 known races) [18] and 73 races [8].

Benchmarks. We selected a set of six multithreaded benchmarks
from Dacapo [9] benchmark suite that could be run correctly by
Jikes RVM. These benchmarks include avrora09, xalan06, xalan09, sunflow09, pmd09, and eclipse06, where the subscripts
"06" and "09" indicate their version number (i.e., "2006" or the
"2009" version, respectively). Table 1 shows the statistics of these
benchmarks, including the binary size, the number of threads, and
the number of dynamically collected synchronizations for each
benchmark. The last five columns show the number of data races
detected by each technique. The last row also shows the total
number of data races detected by each technique.

5.2 Experimental Setup
Our experiment was performed on a workstation with an i74710MQ CPU (four cores), 16G memory, and 250G SSD. The
workstation was installed with Ubuntu 14.04 x86 system.
To evaluate CR, we run six benchmarks under Pacer, DC, and CR
100 times for each sampling rate from 0.1% to 1.0% with step
0.1%. Note that, unlike DC and CR, Pacer adopts dynamic sampling strategy. We set three techniques to work at relatively low
sampling rates. This is because the three sampling techniques
target to detect races at user sites and their overhead should be
low enough to be accepted by users. For Pacer, its overhead at 0%
sampling rate is already much higher (i.e., 33% in [8]) than 5%.
For DC, it incurred nearly 100% overhead at 1% sampling rates in
our experiment to be presented below.
As DC and CR adopt time limit mechanism, we selected two time
limit options: 15 ms (millisecond) and 30 ms. Note that the first
one is the default option of DC [17]. We refer to the two options
of DC and CR as DC15, DC30, and CR15, CR30, respectively.

5.3 Experimental Results
We compare three techniques at their runtime overheads, total
numbers of races detected, and per-race detection abilities.

5.3.1 Overhead
Figure 51 shows the average overhead (y-axis) of three techniques
on all six benchmarks with increasing sampling rate from 0.1% to
1.0% (x-axis). Figure 6 (a) and (b) shows the overhead of three
techniques on six benchmarks in detail.
1

Note, in both Figure 5 and Figure 6, we do not count and show the overhead of Pacer on sunflow09 as on which, Pacer incurred an overhead from
600% to nearly 2,000% with sampling rate from 0.1% to 1.0%. No evaluation of Pacer on sunflow09 was reported in [8].
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Figure 6. Runtime overhead of three techniques on each benchmark.
Average overhead. Figure 5(a) shows the average overhead of
each technique. Figure 5(b) further shows the overhead comparison on CR and Pacer. The two figures also show the linear trendlines (with both equations 𝑦 = 𝑘𝑥 + 𝑏 and goodness of fit R2) to
indicate their trends of overhead increase. Figure 5(b) also shows
a dotted line indicating the 5% overhead.
The trendline equations in Figure 5 (a) and (b) show that, statistically, DC has the largest overhead increasing factors (i.e., 173.46
of DC30 and 92.529 of DC15). Particularly, the increasing factors
of DC30 is about two times of that of DC15. This further validates
the fact that, for DC, an increase in its delay time also incurs the
same fold increase in its overhead. Although the increasing factor
of Pacer (i.e., 9.0749) is less than one tenth of DC15, it is still significantly more than 3 times larger than that of CR (i.e., 2.0859
and 2.6312 for CR15 and CR30, respectively). From the two factors of CR, we observe that, even with a longer time limit (but at
the same sampling rate), the overhead of CR does not increase but
slightly decreases (see the second point of Section 5.4).
Another insight from Figure 5 (a) and (b) is that, statistically,
hardware based sampling has a smaller basic overhead (i.e.,
0.0588, 0.0997, 0.0252, and 0.0269 of DC15, DC30, CR15, and
CR30) than that (i.e., 0.1474 of Pacer) by tracking HBR. And the
basic overheads of CR15 and CR30 are also the two least ones.

Overhead on each benchmark. Figure 6(a) shows the detailed
overhead of three techniques on each benchmark, where the legend of the subfigure "avrora09" applies to all other subfigures.
From Figure 6(a), we observe that at 0.1% sampling rate, all three
techniques incurred relatively small overhead. And most of their
overheads are below 20%, where one exception is that DC15 and
DC30 incurred more than 46.6% and 89.3% overhead on xalan06.
However, with increasing sampling rate from 0.1% to 1.0%, both
DC15 and DC30 incurred significantly larger overhead. This is
expected as the delayed time of DC is directly added into its
overhead (as discussed in Section 3). Whereas, Pacer, CR15, and
CR30 incurred a slight overhead increase with increasing sampling
rate except on eclipse06 by Pacer. This slower increase shows
the advantage of Pacer and CR by defining data race based on
synchronization tracking (i.e., HBR tracking by Pacer and threadlocal clock tracking by CR) instead of direct delaying.
Although Pacer has a linear increase on its overhead with increasing sampling rate, its basic overhead is much larger than that of
CR. Figure 6(b) (where the legend of "CR15" applies to all other
subfigures) further shows the comparison of Pacer, CR15, and
CR30 on their overhead with increasing sampling rate. From Figure 6(b), we observe that Pacer usually incurred from 15.5% to
22.3% overhead with 0.1% sampling rate except on avrora09
where the overhead was about 6.8%. However, the 15.5% to
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Figure 7. Comparisons on the number of distinct races detected in every 100 runs under different sampling rates.
22.3% overhead of Pacer is much larger than 5%. With sampling
rate increased from 0.1% to 1.0%, the overhead of Pacer increased
to more than 25% or even up to 41.4% (i.e., on eclipse06 at
1.0% sampling rate). Compared to Pacer, with 0.1% sampling
rate, both CR15 and CR30 incurred less than 5% overhead (i.e.,
1.6%, 1.3%, 3.0%, 1.4%, and 4.4% of CR15, 0.98%, 1.4%, 3.3%,
2.5%, 4.7% and 4.9% by CR30) or slightly above 5% (i.e., 5.12%
on avrora09 by CR15). With sampling rate increased from 0.1%
to 0.9%, the largest overhead by CR15 and CR30 is 4.20% except
on xalan06 and avrora09. On these two benchmarks, the largest
overhead is 7.4%. At 1.0% sampling rate, the largest overhead is
7.9% (i.e., on avrora09 by CR15).
In summary, from Figure 5 and Figure 6, we can see that CR incurred a much lower overhead than that by Pacer and DC. At
1.0% sampling rate, CR incurred less than or slightly over 5%
overhead on average, which makes CR practical to be deployed at
user sites.

5.3.2 Total Races Detected
Total races detected in 1,000 runs. The last five columns of Table
1 show the total number of data races detected by Pacer, DC15,
DC30, CR15, and CR30 in all their 1,000 runs (100 runs × 10 sampling rates). As shown in Table 1, CR detected significantly more
races than that detected by both Pacer and DC. And, DC detected
more races on some benchmarks but fewer races on others than
that by Pacer. Note that, on eclipse06 and xalan06, Pacer with
100% sampling rate was reported to have detected more races [8]
(see the note of Table 1). However, we focus on their race detection abilities and runtime overhead at low sampling rate in this
paper.
Among all races detected by three techniques, both Pacer and DC
missed a larger number of races detected by CR as shown in Table
1. However, CR only missed four races detected by Pacer and
three races detected by DC. All these races were from eclipse06.
This is not a surprise as eclipse06 is a large-scale program (e.g.,
Table 1 shows that its binary size is nearly ten times larger than
that of others). Hence, it requires more runs to detect more races
from eclipse06.
Distinct races per-100 runs with different sampling rates. In our
experiment, we run each technique 100 times under 10 sampling
rates. Figure 7 shows the number of distinct races detected in
every 100 runs under each of 10 sampling rates. The x-axis firstly

shows the six benchmarks and then shows 10 sampling rates from
0.1% to 1.0% for each benchmark. The y-axis shows the number
of distinct races detected. The legend of "Pacer" in Figure 7 also
applies to other subfigures.
From Figure 7, we observe that CR detected significantly more
races than Pacer and DC among most of 100 runs. This indicates
that CR has a stronger ability to detect races in each run on average than Pacer and DC.
On eclipse06 and xalan06, Pacer detected an increasing number
of races with increasing sampling rate (indicated by our manually
added trend-like arrows for reference); and on avrora09, xalan06,
and pmd09, one or both of DC15 and DC30 also detected an increasing number of races. However, on other benchmarks, both
Pacer and DC detected almost the same number of races with
increasing sampling rates. Whereas, CR detected an increasing
number of races among all benchmarks except on avrora09. On
avrora09, there are totally 5 races detected by CR, Pacer, and DC.
On this benchmark, only CR15 detected an increasing number of
races.

5.4 More Discussion on DC and CR
Both DC and CR adopt time limit mechanism, although their
usages are different. It is interesting that whether a longer time
limit is better. In our experiment, we set two time limits: 15 ms
and 30 ms. In this subsection, we analyze how different time limits affect (1) their race detection abilities and (2) their runtime
overheads.
Race detection under different time limit. In theory, with a longer
time limit, there are two effects on both DC and CR: (1) the total
sampled accesses were reduced due to limited number of data
breakpoints, which may result in fewer races to be detected; (2) on
the other hand, with a longer time limit, DC and CR could detect
those races needing a longer time to expose.
As shown in Table 1, when the time limit was 30 ms, DC detected
more races on sunflow09 and eclipse06 by 2 and 4, respectively.
On other benchmarks, DC detected the same number of races.
However, for CR, there is no consistent result. On avrora09, xalan06, sunflow09, CR with 30 ms detected less races by 2, 6, and
1, respectively; on xalan09, pmd09, and eclipse06, CR with 30
ms detected more races by 7, 11, and 5, respectively. Therefore, it
is difficult to say that a longer time limit may result in a better
race detection, even for DC. Actually, previous work has pointed

out that it is impossible to predict the time limit of DC [17]; and,
timing operations (e.g., instrumentation calls) may increase the
probability of a race occurrence but may also decrease it [8].

bugs, which also requires large number of executions. However, it
is difficult to apply these techniques to large-scale programs (e.g.,
eclipse in our experiment).

Overhead under different time limit. Although there is no conclusion on whether a longer time limit may produce better race detection, its effect on overhead is much clearer. From Figure 5, it is
obvious that, DC with a longer time limit incurred a larger overhead. In our experiment, the first time limit is 15 ms and the second one is 30 ms (which is twofold of the first one). From the
equations of trendlines in Figure 5, we could observe that, for DC,
the overhead increasing factor (i.e., 173.46) at time limit of 30 ms
is nearly two times of the former (i.e., 92.529).

RVPredict [24] achieves a strictly higher coverage than HBR
based detectors. It firstly predicts a set of potential races and then
relies on a number of production executions to check against each
predicted race. Racageddon [18] aims to solve races that could be
predicted in one execution but require different inputs. It still
needs a larger number of executions to check against each predicted race [42][46]. Both RVPredict and Racageddon have to
solve scheduling constraints for each predicted race, which may
fail. A recent work DrFinder [12] tries to expose races hidden by
the happens-before relation. It dynamically predicts and tries to
reverse happens-before relations from observed executions. However, its active scheduling is also heavy (e.g., about 400% [12]).

However, from Figure 5 for CR, there is no obvious difference
between the two time limits as the two trendlines almost overlap
with increasing sampling rate. In detail, CR30 incurred a slightly
less overhead. This is reasonable as with a longer time limit, (1)
the increased time is not added into the overhead of CR; (2) however, the total number of sampled accesses could be reduced, resulting in less maintenance overhead. That is, an increasing time
limit has no bad effect on the overhead of CR. This further provides flexibility for developers to set a time limit according to
their programs without any worry on overhead increase.

5.5 Threats to Validity
Our benchmarks are Java programs. The JVM contains other
threads accessing application memory locations. Although we
have carefully compared whether two accesses were both from
application threads, some scenarios might be ignored in our implementation. A more careful implementation may produce more
precise results. Besides, hardware breakpoints can only be accessed within (Linux) kernel space. So we adopted the Netlink
communication approach between user space and kernel space.
Other communication approaches may produce different performance results that may also affect the effectiveness of CRSampler
and DataCollider in the evaluation.

6. RELATED WORK
Concurrency bugs widely exist in multithreaded programs, including data races [12][19], atomicity violations [32][49], and deadlocks [15]. Both static techniques [26][37][41][51] and dynamic
techniques [19][40][45][48][54] aim to detect data races. Static
ones [51][41] are able to analyze a whole program but are imprecise due to lack of runtime information. Dynamic ones detect data
races from execution traces. They either rely on the strict locking
discipline (i.e., lockset) [45][47][57] or the relatively precise happens-before relation [19][40] (including its improvement [7][44]
[50][52]). However, dynamic detection usually incurs heavy
overhead [13][14][19]. Existing sampling techniques aim to detect
races at user sites by incurring much lower overhead, which is the
focus of this paper.
Systematic scheduling techniques such as model checking [53]
[36], are in theory able to exhaustively execute every schedule to
achieve certain coverage [30]. However, due to the state explosion
problem, enumerating each schedule is not practical for real-world
programs, even with reduction techniques [20]. Chess [36] sets a
heuristic bound on the number of pre-emptions to explore the
schedules. Also, although systematic approaches avoid executing
previously explored schedules, they usually incur large overheads
and fail to scale up to handle long running programs. For example, Maple [55] is a coverage-driven [10][21] tool to mine thread
interleaving so as to expose unknown concurrency bugs. PCT
[11][38] randomly schedules a program to expose concurrency

RaceMob [27] statically detects data race warnings and distributes
them to a large number of users to validate real races. In such a
run, the schedules are guided by the set of data race warnings to
trigger real data races. This kind of approach is able to confirm
real races but cannot eliminate false positives. Besides, it may
miss real races if such races are not predicted in the (static)
prediction phase. CCI [25] proposes cross-thread sampling
strategies to find causes of concurrency bugs based on
randomized sampling. Unlike race sampling techniques (e.g.,
CRSampler, DataCollider, Pacer, and LiteRace), CCI focuses on
failure diagnosis. However, CCI may cause heavy overhead (e.g.,
up to 900% [25]) although it targets on lightweight sampling.
Carisma [59] improves Pacer by further sampling memory
locations allocated at the same program location for Java program.
Carisma could be integrated into CRSampler to improve its
effectiveness.
ReCBuLC [58] also adopts thread-local clocks (time stamps) to
reproduce concurrency bugs. Unlike CRSampler, ReCBuLC
requires concrete objects and may still incur large overhead if
applied to race sampling.
Recently, race detection has been extended to even-driven
applications [34][23][22], concurrent library invocations [16], and
modified program codes [56]. CRSampler could also be adapted to
detect these races. We leave it as future work.

7. CONCLUSION
Existing sampling techniques for race detection still incur high
overhead, even with 0% sampling rates, and/or detect races only
when they occur by delaying program executions. We have proposed a new data race definition (i.e., clock races) for race sampling purpose. Detection of clock races avoids O(n) operations
and concrete synchronization objects, which hence incurs a much
lower overhead. We also proposed CRSampler to sample clock
races via hardware support. The experiment on six benchmarks
confirms that CRSampler is both efficient and effective on race
detection via sampling. At 1% sampling rate, it only incurs nearly
5% overhead, indicating that CRSampler is suitable to be deployed
at user site for race detections.
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